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Titian’s work Diana and Callisto1 (figure 1a) can tell us
about ancient Greek gods; about deception, wrath and humiliation; nudity in art; it exposes the trends of the period
and it reveals the personal style of the artist. But when
the aforementioned masterpiece is accompanied by Jan van
Eyck’s painting The Arnolfini Portrait2 (figure 1b), a new
set of stories and connections can emerge, like wanted
and unwanted pregnancies (both show pregnant women in
different situations), maternity practices, and so forth.
Practically, by using the conventional ways of presentation
in a museum, it is impossible to cover all aspects of the
stories, personalize on users, or utilize all available objects
to the maximum extent. But, with the help of the Internet of
Things, technologies and advanced algorithmic techniques, it
is possible to construct stories, and consequently experiences
for the users, which are larger in numbers, rich in content,
diverse regarding their message, and personalized to the
liking of individual users.

Abstract— Creating stories for exhibitions is a fascinating
and in parallel laborious task. As every exhibition is designed
to tell a story, museum curators are responsible for analyzing
each exhibit in order to extract messages that form a story
and position accordingly the objects in correct order within the
museum space. In this context, we analyze how the technological
advances in the fields of sensors and the Internet of Things
can be utilized in order to construct a “smart space”, where
exhibits can communicate with the visitors and to each other
and can be organized automatically so that they can generate
rich, personalized, coherent and highly stimulating experiences.
We present the architecture of the system named “exhiSTORY”,
that intends to provide the appropriate infrastructure to be used
in museums and places where exhibitions are held, in order to
support smart exhibits. We discuss and analyze the architecture
of the system and the ways of its application in a cultural space.

I. INTRODUCTION
A museum exhibition consists of a number of objects, that
are carefully selected and positioned together, and its purpose
is to have one or more stories to tell. According to Thaggert
[1], exhibitions are designed to “narrate a story”, a procedure
that requires curators of high training [2], whose role and
work is directly related to a cultural space’s budget [3].
As the aforementioned tasks are usually extremely tedious
and time consuming, the exhibits’ storytelling potential are
typically underutilized, and only few of the stories that could
be possibly narrated are actually “woven” and presented to
the visitors.
In theory, a curator has to set up an exhibition given
a set of objects and limited space [4]. In practice, the
curator has to detect interconnections between the objects,
and find appropriate “stories” that can be told. In parallel, in
order to maximize the experience of the visit, a number of
secondary stimuli are used, so that each visitor can recognize
a personal “hidden story” behind the exhibits. Despite the
aforementioned personalization procedures, the final number
of stories told by the exhibitions is practically limited by
the number of stories “woven” by the curator, which are in
turn bound by the resources that are made available to the
narration creation process.
In reality, cultural objects have many different stories to
tell, especially when they are put together. For example,

(a) Titian’s “Diana and Calisto” (b) Jan Van Eyck’s “The Arnolfini
Portrait”

Fig. 1: Exhibits
In this paper, the definition of smart exhibits is analyzed.
Smart exhibits are self-aware, meaning that they have knowledge of their own data, and they are able to recognize exhibits
in proximity; they can self-organize and set-up more than a
simple presentation of themselves in an exhibition, leading
to maximization of experience in cultural spaces. In this
notion, a framework called exhiSTORY (from the Greek
word ξιστ oρί: tells a story) is developed [5]. The framework allows cultural objects to identify other exhibits that
are in the same area, cooperate and exchange information,
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in order to create several exhibitions that are formulated
automatically, while each one can narrate a relevant story. In
this work, we focus on the setup of the special infrastructure,
that enables interconnection and interaction between exhibits
and visitors.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section
II we discuss the related work concentrating on the research
on Internet of Things in relation to cultural heritage, while in
section III we analyze the methods that can be used in order
to implement the main object that forms the smart space,
which is the smart object. Our proposed system, exhiSTORY,
and more specifically its architecture is presented in section
IV, while the next section explains the usage of the system
in operation. Finally, we conclude in section VI with our
remarks.

Having as our basis, that a cultural related object will be able
to store data, as well as communicate with its environment,
which is other objects and visitors, we are proposing an
architectural schema consisting of ad-hoc networks between
exhibits and people.
III. THE SMART EXHIBIT
The conventional way of an exhibition setup implies that
each object is followed by a label, presenting in general: a
title, a brief description and the artist. The dynamic creation
of exhibitions and the self-organizing of objects implies
that each object must be followed by a larger number of
continuously updated information.
In more detail, the information that needs to be stored
in each exhibit (smart object) includes data such as origins, meaning, interpretations and context. In parallel, this
information must be dynamically updated, and different
implementation of IoT technologies may offer differentiated
smart objects and alterations to the exhiSTORY framework.
The different implementation approaches are reviewed below
in an attempt to identify the desired characteristics for
exhiSTORYs infrastructure.
Basic implementation. In this implementation an RFID
tag is attached to the exhibits. This implementation can
either store a unique object identifier (can be referred to
as Elementary implementation), or it can possibly store a
number of elemental information including title, artist and
description. The RFID is not interactive, but can be realized
by a grid of readers installed into the different rooms.
The readers should be connected with a centralized server
hosted in the cultural space in order to observe each object
exact location. A hosted infrastructure is responsible for
the updates to the objects, ensuring the execution of the
“logic” for the visitor communication, dynamic exhibition
formulation and data exchange, as well.
Memory-rich implementation. The memory-rich implementation overcomes problems of connectivity and memory size of the basic solution. FlashAir cards [13] are a
technological solution that can provide both memory and
wireless LAN connectivity. They can be positioned onto
the objects and offer the possibility of both storage and
connection. This means that the existing information, and
any derived or computed information, can possibly be stored
within the exhibit. The specific scheme enables mobility and
automation during exhibition organization. As the exhibits
lack computational power a local server is responsible for
the exhibition formulation and the stories’ adaptation to the
context and the visitors.
Agent implementation. In the agent implementation each
exhibit is attached a small device (eg. a low cost embedded
device; smartphones could also be used), and thus can act
as an intelligent software agent. The system is able to create
ad-hoc networks formulated by combinations of objects and
users, in order to perform the desired procedures. The levels
of independence of each exhibit is such that the system is
not limited to indoor settings.

II. RELATED WORK
The research area of IoT is evolving expeditiously, and according to Boring et al. novel functionalities in our everyday
life is realized with the extensive use and combination of
communication technologies, sensors, discovery operations
and mechanisms. When examined in relation to cultural
heritage, the IoT can shape both smart objects as well
as smart spaces. Chieanese and Piccialli [7] explore the
concept and capabilities of the smart space as a unit. With
an idea similar to what we present, they define a form
of “smart exhibit”, where a centralized system can fetch
data from the clients, which in this case are the cultural
objects. Still, these works do not address the issue of selforganizing exhibitions, nor they describe an architecture for
the IoT-based system. Hashemi et al. [8] have done extensive
research in the combination of the visit context and IoT
leading to identification of several factors that affect the
museum visits, in a study of indoor cultural activities. A more
interactive system, based on IoT, including “discussions”
between exhibits and the visitors is expressed though the
iPhone App titled “Take me I’m yours”, which is part of a
larger project [9].
According to Wecker et al. [10], any analysis regarding
cultural spaces has to take into account the mobility factor,
since visitors are “moving” within the cultural space. And
while research on IoT examines ways to assist peoples’ every
day activities, the research related to cultural heritage is
putting the focus on the interaction of the user’s mobile device with the surrounding environment [11]. Practiced at the
UCL Grant museum of Zoology, the award winning project
entitled “QRator”, is an innovative project that introduced the
interactive labels in museum items, that were able to create
their own narratives in order to expand visitor engagement
[12]. Extensive use of IoT technologies was done within the
scope of the project.
The presented system, exhiSTORY, is complementary to
the approaches listed above; the goal of the system is to
expand narrative generation capabilities by applying IoT
technologies within the cultural spaces, enabling communication and collaboration between the cultural objects, which
will be capable of storing their own semantic information.
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(a) Memory-rich implementation

sensors’ architecture. In brief, the intelligent modules of the
system include: the exhibit tracker responsible for tracking
the exact location of each object, the semantics engine, that
is responsible for collecting information about exhibits and
topics related to them, the media engine, responsible for
adding extra multimedia to already existing content, the story
maker a module that is responsible for analyzing the context
of each exhibit and locating bonds between the objects within
the semantics. By utilizing either implied or definitive data
about each visitor, the user profiler completes the set of
intelligent modules.

(b) Agent implementation

Fig. 2: Implementations
Having a significantly lower cost, while in parallel offering connectivity and storage, in this work we discuss an
implementation based on the memory-rich implementation.

V. O PERATION OF THE SYSTEM
exhiSTORY system consists of two main processes, the
first one being the initialization of the system, while the
second is the execution during the person’s visit in the
museum.
The configuration process is initiated by establishing information about the identity and location of each exhibit within
the smart space. Furthermore, the semantic information and
media associated with the exhibits are retrieved, to be processed by the the story maker. The story maker in turn, can
use the data of the smart exhibits in order to develop several
narrations. As long as the system is aware of the position of
each object in the smart space, the module identifies groups
of exhibits that could be linked into coherent stories through
semantic links, and subsequently, creates accordingly the
visitor’s path, i.e. the specification of the exhibits that will
be viewed and in what sequence within the narration of
the story, complemented by the information and the media
content displayed for each exhibit. It is possible that more
than one stories can be produced for a single path, while the
stories possibly adapt to the user - a procedure that is part
of the visitor’s experience.
The user profiling module plays an important role for the
next step as it is the main input for the story selection
procedure which finally delivers the produced experience
to the visitor. Naturally, visitors must be equiped with an
access device (e.g. a smartphone or a tablet), since the
memory-rich scenario on which this paper focuses does
not support a display screen on the exhibits’ side; network
connectivity is also required. The mobile device needs to
have the exhiSTORY application installed and running. The
application is necessary to be installed on the visitor’s enddevice, so it must be installed before visiting the cultural
space or it can be downloaded from the museum’s network.
At first the application extracts data about the user profile
with the use of some serious games that are related to culture.
Despite the fact that this procedure is not compulsory, it
is a simple, engaging and effective means of collecting
data about the user in order to enhance their experience.
For example, Bampatzia et al. [14] discuss how the MBTI
dimensions related to a user’s profile can be extracted even
from simple serious games. The overal user experience can
be furthermore enhanced by data sourced from social media
content; these data are not directly related to the visitor but
form a part of the current cyberspace information context,

IV. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
The system architecture consists of three main subsystems:
the “smart space”, the intelligent modules and the knowledge
base (KB).

Fig. 3: The exhiSTORY architecture
Important role in the main idea of exhiSTORY is that
exhibits are able to change position, meaning that the smart
space is a dynamically defined area, that is able to identify
changes in location, and additions or removals of objects.
In the case described (i.e. the memory-rich implementation),
the location of the objects is established with the help of the
WiFi network.
Information about the style of the exhibition and ways of
presentation form the the museum’s context which is part
of the knowledge base. Semantics that is curated information related to the cultural space’s interest, media, that is
any multimedia available that can accompany objects and
presentations and finally, map information that is helpful for
positioning of objects and users in the area, form all the other
information included in the knowledge base as well.
The core software of the system is beyond the scope
of this paper, which focuses on the specification of the
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e.g. trending topics on Tritter, which reflect the topics of the
cyberspace “headlines” [15].
When dealing with smart museum application several
issues arise but we will concentrate on the two most important related to our implementation. The first one deals
with the accuracy of the user’s location within the smart
space, while the second one is the possibility, of an exhibit
or an exhibition, having more information to be sent to the
visitor and when this should be done. In relation to the first
issue, as the system already employs a way for precisely
finding the location of every exhibit, the same method can
be used for the visitors as well. We are referring to WiFi
positioning through triangulation. As for the second matter,
in order to measure when it is the correct timing to send
updated information to the user, some simple techniques
that are related to the positioning of the user, and more
specifically how close she is to an exhibit can be really
helpful. In parallel, there should be an option of sending
information upon explicit request of the user. The later can be
proved to be more accurate, but on the other hand, discussion
on the smart space must include fast, efficient and correct
information updates for the users.
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